SharedPhys: Live Physiological Sensing, Whole-Body Interaction, and Large-Screen Visualizations to Support Shared Inquiry Experiences
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ABSTRACT
We present and evaluate a new mixed-reality tool called SharedPhys, which tightly integrates real-time physiological sensing, whole-body interaction, and responsive large-screen visualizations to support new forms of embodied interaction and collaborative learning. While our primary content area is the human body, we use the body and physical activity as a pathway to other STEM areas such as biology, health, and mathematics. We describe our participatory design process with 20 elementary school teachers, the development of three contrasting SharedPhys prototypes, and results from six exploratory evaluations in two after-school programs. Our findings suggest that the tight coupling between physical interaction, sensing, and visualization in a multi-user environment helps promote engagement, allows children to easily explore cause-and-effect relationships, supports and shapes social interactions, and promotes playful experiences.
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INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of body-tracking technologies such as Fitbit and the Microsoft Kinect, there has been increased interest in exploring how embodied interaction [14] can enable and support new learning experiences [34]. Recent work by Lee et al., for example, helps demonstrate the potential of wearable activity trackers and interactive visualizations to engage children in scientific inquiry that is authentic and life-relevant [36, 37]. Often citing the role of embodiment in cognition [56], others have explored utilizing the entire body through movement or gesture to support new forms of computer-mediated learning [31, 34]. Though a nascent area, research suggests that these whole-body interactions can help increase engagement [1, 62] and immersion [1, 69], support and shape social interaction [59, 69], and aid learning [31].

Building on the above work, this paper introduces and evaluates SharedPhys, which integrates live-streaming physiological sensors, whole-body interaction, and real-time large-screen visualizations to create a novel mixed-reality learning environment. With SharedPhys, children interact physically—both explicitly via body movement, gesture, and position as well as implicitly via their changing physiology. While prior work has explored body-centric inquiry (e.g., [32, 36, 37]), the data collection and subsequent analyses are often disjoint and performed on a traditional computer setup. In contrast, our work simultaneously involves the body in data collection, interaction, and analysis creating new opportunities for feedback loops and playful experimentation. Similarly, while recent work has explored mixed-reality environments for collaborative learning, most have utilized simulations (e.g., [12, 42, 47]) or artificial data (e.g., [58]). Our work combines live streams of real body-data in a shared environment. We believe this tight coupling between physical action, physiological sensing, and live visualization offers new, rich possibilities for user interaction and learning experiences.
While our primary topic of exploration is the human body—specifically, the respiratory and circulatory systems—our overarching goal is to use the body and physical activity as an authentic platform for children to build science literacy skills and engage in meaningful scientific inquiry. As an initial investigation, our research questions are exploratory: In what ways do children interact and collaborate with real-time body data on large-screen displays? What aspects of our designs and activities seem to promote or hinder collaboration and inquiry? What are some design implications for tools that visualize real-time body data on large-screen displays?

To explore the potential of our approach, we pursued a three-part investigation. First, we conducted participatory design sessions with three groups of in-service elementary school teachers (N=20). These sessions helped to identify key characteristics for promoting learning engagement and inquiry such as live sensor data, comparisons, physical movement, and collaborative activities. Second, informed by these findings and by prior work (e.g., [31, 34, 35, 55]), we designed and implemented three contrasting SharedPhys prototypes and learning activities. The prototypes explore different data representations, interaction paradigms, and levels of collaboration (Figure 1) within our design space: Magic Mirror uses an augmented-reality (AR) approach to allow children to see inside their functioning bodies; Moving Graphs transforms live sensor data into graph form, supporting in situ hypothesis generation and testing; and Animal Avatar enables children to become animals (e.g., fish, chimpanzee) whose respiratory systems respond to the children’s own sensed physiology.

Finally, we conducted an exploratory evaluation of SharedPhys with six groups of children in two after-school programs (total N=69; ages 5-13). Qualitative findings from study sessions, pre- and post-study questionnaires, and program staff interviews demonstrate the potential of real-time body data and large-screen displays to engage children in physical interaction and new shared inquiry experiences. More specifically, our findings suggest that our integrated approach helps promote playful, data-driven inquiry (e.g., rapidly iterating between hypothesis generation and testing) and alternative forms of social interaction and collaboration (e.g., physical communication like body mimicry).

In summary, our contributions include: (i) the introduction of a new mixed-reality approach that combines on-body sensors and real-time, large-screen visualizations for physical, collaborative interaction and learning; (ii) findings from our participatory design sessions and six exploratory evaluations; and (iii) design reflections and directions for the emerging areas of mixed-reality environments to support embodied interaction and learning [40] and body-centric technologies for inquiry [32].

**BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK**

We provide background on sensor-based learning, embodied interaction, and technologies for body learning.

**Sensor-Based Learning**

Originally called ‘microcomputer-based laboratories’ and later ‘probeware,’ sensor-based learning emerged in the 1980s to help children explore, experiment with, and analyze physical phenomena in new ways (e.g., kinematics [41], electricity [77]). While most prior work has focused on learning benefits with older students in high-school and college (e.g., [50, 64, 65, 71, 73]), three studies with younger children—our focus—also showed benefits [13, 53, 77]. Researchers suggest that it is the tight coupling between activity and the computer-based visualization that accounts for gains in understanding and engagement [13, 53].

Despite this long history, there has been surprisingly little consideration of physiological and wearable sensors applied to learning contexts [39]. Lee and colleagues suggest that the recent *Quantified Self Movement* and emerging commercial activity trackers such as Fitbit offer tremendous potential as learning technologies—particularly in support of scientific inquiry as the context is authentic with real-world relevance and the data is plentiful allowing for rich, diverse analysis [35–39]. While Lee *et al.*’s initial studies suggest positive learning outcomes both at the elementary [37, 39] and high school levels [38], the focus was on supporting inquiry and analysis skills (e.g., graph literacy, elementary statistics). Moreover, the tasks involved pairs of students exploring retrospective activity data on individual computers. In contrast, we explore whole-group user interactions and learning activities mediated by novel interactive visualizations of real-time body-data.

**Embodied Interaction and Learning**

With SharedPhys, the body is both the primary form of interaction as well as the topic of inquiry. The role of the body in cognition has recently drawn increased attention in HCI [14, 28, 47] and the learning sciences [26, 33, 40]. This *embodied* perspective asserts that human cognition is deeply rooted in the body’s interaction with the physical world [56]. Researchers have explored different forms of embodiment from using the hand as a mnemonic device [66] to using the entire body, often metaphorically through role-play, to represent molecules [63], electrical charges [68], or even CS concepts [3]. With new body-tracking technologies, these activities are increasingly computationally augmented—often forming a type of mixed-reality environment (“the merging of real and virtual worlds” [45]). With Participatory Simulations [11, 12, 15, 29], for example, learners become elements of a simulation via computer-augmented role-play.

As noted in the introduction, though an emerging area, prior work suggests that these computer-mediated, whole-body interactions can promote and support engagement [1, 62], immersion [69], sensorimotor development [30], social interaction [59, 69] as well as learning (see [31] for a review). Most closely related to our work are the tools STEP [12] and SMALLab [4, 26]. Both use body-tracking cameras and large-screen displays to support Collaborative, embodied learning activities. Controlled evaluations of two SMALLab
designs with high-school students showed greater learning gains compared with conventional instruction [26]. While highly related, SharedPhys is different in that it fluidly integrates body tracking and physiological sensing with a large-screen display enabling new types of embodied activities. For example, children can become body organs or even other animals (e.g., grasshoppers, fish), which react not just to their movement but also their changing physiology.

**Technology Tools to Support Body Learning**

While SharedPhys is aimed at engaging children in a wide variety of STEM topics from biology and health to math and basic statistics, the primary content area is the human circulatory and respiratory system. A diverse set of body-learning technology tools have been developed, including collaborative simulations [24], touchscreen apps [49, 72], wearables [55], and AR [43, 48]; however, none integrate real-time physiological sensing, whole-body interaction, and collaborative large-screen visualizations as we do here. Most related to our work are BodyVis [54, 55] and Mr. Vetro [24]. BodyVis combines physiological sensing and reactive visualizations embedded in a ‘smart’ t-shirt; however, its LED-based visualizations provide only one representation of data, do not easily support temporal/social comparisons, and were not designed for whole-classroom interaction. With Mr. Vetro, students work in pairs to control individual organs on desktop computers and observe effects on a central simulation projected on a shared, large-screen display. Though initial study results are promising, Mr. Vetro uses a traditional computer-supported, collaborative learning approach—the children are not physically active in the simulation and their own body-data is not used.

Finally, while a number of recent AR systems have been developed to allow users to “peer inside” the human body (e.g., [5, 21, 43, 48])—similar to our own Magic Mirror—these systems are not designed for children, are not collaborative, and, critically, do not react to the sensed physiology of the user. This live view of the body—the ability to see its changing physical structure, its constantly adapting physiology—affords new, rich interaction and learning opportunities, which we explore here.

**PARTICIPATORY DESIGN WITH TEACHERS**

To help design SharedPhys and corresponding learning activities, we conducted participatory design sessions with 20 in-service elementary school teachers (19 female) enrolled in a STEM M.Ed. program. At the beginning of the session, teachers were provided with a brief introduction and then split into three smaller groups of 6-7 for participatory design. The entire process took 2.5 hrs, with 20 mins for the introduction, 75 mins for the parallel design sessions, and 45 mins for an all-group, post-session discussion. As a formative design activity, our high-level goal was to involve experienced teachers in thinking of ways that the human body, wearables, and large-screen visualizations could be used to create new learning experiences.

For the participatory design sessions, teachers were provided with handouts of example inquiry questions and learning goals related to our design focus, which were explicitly aligned with Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) [51, 52, 70]. Session facilitators used these examples as prompts to help teachers develop learning activities. Teachers were also given printouts of early design mockups (Figure 2) and materials for sketching and arranging ideas. At the end, teachers were asked to identify opportunities and challenges for using our proposed technology.

The design sessions and whole-group activities were video recorded and the audio transcribed. For analysis, we pursued an iterative coding scheme with a mix of both deductive and inductive codes [44, 67]. An initial codebook was defined based on our research goals and study protocol. Three researchers coded the sessions (one researcher per session). A fourth researcher then used constant comparison [6] to inductively identify themes within each code, first comparing within and then across sessions.

**Participatory Design Ideas and Themes**

**Scientific Inquiry Activities.** Teachers suggested a range of inquiry activities from structured, teacher-driven investigations to more open-ended approaches. For example, teachers discussed dividing the class into small groups where each group would perform an assigned activity (e.g., standing, jumping jacks, running in place) and observe similarities/differences using the visualizations (similar to Figure 2a). Teachers also emphasized more open-ended activities such as involving children in the entire scientific process: posing their own questions, brainstorming physical activities, designing an investigation to test hypotheses using the sensors and visualizations, and drawing conclusions based on the data. In all groups, teachers mentioned inquiry activities that extended beyond a single classroom and into other classes (e.g., physical education, music), recess, sporting events (e.g., soccer practice), and even the home.

![Figure 2: Four of the seven large-screen display mockups used in our participatory design sessions ranging from (a) whole-classroom visualizations of sensed heart rates to (b) target heart-rate mini-games. The bottom row shows more focused, anatomical views emphasizing (c) individual organs and (d) how organs work together. We explained that all mockups animate to sensed data.](image-url)
Body Systems and Organs. A subset of learning activities focused on helping children experience and learn about the form and function of the body. One group discussed an investigation of how individual organs react to different types of activities. The teachers would then facilitate a post-activity discussion about the causes/interactions between activities, organs, and observed physiology. Another activity involved children placing unlabeled organs onto their proper location on a model and discussing form and function related to the organs’ position, size, and shape before investigating how those organs’ actually functioned using sensed physiology. Finally, our teachers suggested activities to help children understand how bodies change as a result of a specific disease (e.g., asthma), condition (e.g., obesity), or external factor (e.g., smoking, drinking caffeine).

Perceived benefits and challenges. In general, teachers were positive about utilizing wearables to aid learning: they felt that the live data, physical movement, and collaborative activities would help engage learners and that body-data could be used for cross-cutting concepts spanning topics (from math to health). Two groups also mentioned potential benefits for English language learners given the strongly visual and experiential nature of the designs. For concerns, teachers mentioned the cost, robustness, and maintenance requirements of the technology, possible issues with classroom management and setup time, and the potential for misconceptions with some visualizations (e.g., if a simulation showed how heart rates increase due to smoking or drinking caffeine, children may assume the same benefits from physical activity.)

Summary of Participatory Design
In summary, our participatory design sessions helped demonstrate and verify teacher interest in using wearables and physiological sensing for collaborative learning. Their design ideas and activities leveraged key characteristics such as physical movement, live data, and temporal and social comparisons to engage children in both structured and open-ended investigations. Moreover, their feedback on our early mockups led directly to some final designs (e.g., Moving Graphs is based on feedback to Figure 2a and b, Magic Mirror is based on feedback to Figure 2c and d).

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Informed by our participatory design sessions as well as relevant prior work outlined above, we created an initial set of SharedPhys prototypes and learning activities—both were iterated via design critiques and pilot sessions. For our pilot sessions, we tested our designs and activities with one group of children (ages 7-11) and two groups of older students (from high school to university graduate level). Based on our pilot sessions, we developed a more proactive role for non-wearers, increased the amount of playfulness and game-like activities (e.g., the addition of explicit goals and rewards), and allocated time to allow children to play and discover when first shown each prototype. Our final prototypes and learning activities are presented below.

Three Interactive Prototypes and Learning Activities
While each prototype has a different focus, the content is interlinked and builds progressively from basic human anatomy and physiology (Magic Mirror), to relationships with health and human activity (Moving Graphs), to a broader understanding of structures and processes across animals (Animal Avatar). Due to technological limitations, classroom management interests, and information display concerns, prototypes were limited to six simultaneous users. These six users are called players and wear on-body sensors that wirelessly transmit physiological data in real-time. The remaining children are reporters, who are tasked with helping the players as well as making observations, collecting data, and providing reports to the group. Some activities explicitly pair players and reporters together.

Prototype 1: Magic Mirror
Magic Mirror is designed to improve understanding of the human respiratory and circulatory systems, including: the position, shape, and size of relevant internal body parts, the function and purpose of those parts both individually and at the system-level, and how the two systems interact to provide oxygen to the body and expel carbon dioxide (CO2). For the respiratory system, we included the lungs, thoracic diaphragm, and the airways (the nose, mouth, trachea). For the circulatory system, we focused on the heart, arteries, and veins. While selecting an appropriate level of detail is always a pedagogical challenge, our descriptions and abstractions were informed by our participatory design sessions as well as elementary school science textbooks such as [22]. The Magic Mirror prototype itself is comprised of three separate designs/activities. All designs use a depth camera and computer vision to actively track users’ body movement, position, orientation, and gestures, which is seamlessly combined with the users’ physiological data in real-time.

MM1: Live Mirror. MM1 uses an AR approach: children are mirrored by on-screen human avatars that expose otherwise invisible body parts, which animate in real-time based on sensed physiology (Figure 1a). This provides the sensation of peering inside one’s own body and seeing functioning organs. For example, lungs inflate and deflate and the diaphragm relaxes and contracts based on the child’s sensed breathing rate. Because of the body’s layered nature, we visualize different organs and body parts depending on the users’ physical position in the interaction space—the left side is reserved for the respiratory system and the right for the circulatory system. Above each avatar, a number and graphic shows the current breathing or heart rate for that...
player. As with an ordinary mirror, users can zoom in/out by moving closer to or away from the screen and can see a different part of their body by changing orientation.

**MM2: Becoming an Organ & Placement Game.** In MM2, players become individual parts to better understand their role and position in the body. There are two separate interaction screens. In the first screen (Figure 3), the active player becomes a randomly assigned body part from the circulatory or respiratory system. This part is rendered as a 3D anatomical model that, as before, animates based on the active player’s sensed physiology. To help build engagement and a sense of ownership, the body part is labeled with the player’s name (e.g., “Erin’s Heart”) and moves with the player’s body. A textual description of the body part’s function and purpose is also provided (not shown in Figure).

The second screen is a mini-game (Figure 4), called the placement puzzle, where players physically move to place their body part on a virtual human. If incorrect, an error sound plays and the player gets to try again. Otherwise, a reward animation and sound effect play, and the next player begins the first screen. Correctly placed body parts persist for all future players in the group so the body systems build up over time. After each system is built, reporters summarize their findings about each body part/organ.

**MM3: Body Systems Game.** Finally, in MM3, players engage in a mini-game to help reinforce and assess conceptual understandings of the relationship between organs and their respective systems (Figure 5). Similar to MM1, all players interact with the screen simultaneously, which is again split into halves: left for circulatory, right for respiratory. Like in MM2, players are represented as body part models that compose these two systems. The goal is for all players to move their model (by moving themselves) to the appropriate side of the screen. When all players are in the correct position, a reward animation and sound effect play.

*Prototype 2: Moving Graphs*

While Magic Mirror emphasizes the structure, function, and purpose of the circulatory and respiratory systems, Moving Graphs focuses on the relationship between these systems and physical activity (e.g., “What happens to my heart when I run and why?”). Secondary goals include building STEM skills related to graph literacy and basic statistics, as well as scientific inquiry skills (making observations, testing hypotheses, and performing analyses). Moving Graphs uses a line graph to depict real-time heart rates from the six players over the last 60 seconds (Figure 1b). Lines are color-coded by player. To the right of each line, players’ names appear next along with an animation of a character running—the animation speeds up in proportion to heart rate. Moving Graphs enables both temporal comparisons (e.g., “How is my heart rate changing over time?”) and social comparisons (e.g., “How does my heart rate compare to Maya’s?”). It includes two activities with the same basic visualization.

**MG1: Physically Testing Hypothesis.** Following a brief introduction to the Moving Graphs visualization, we turn off the display, place reporters and players in teams of 2-3, and ask them to brainstorm and write-down activities that make heart rates slow down and speed up—Figure 6. After five minutes, each group shares one slow-down activity and one speed-up activity. Both players and reporters then return to the large-screen display to test their hypotheses. For the speed-up activities, the facilitator sets a target heart rate on the screen—roughly 20-30% above the players’ cumulative resting average. Players are told to reach the target as fast as they can using their brainstormed activities. Award animations, sound effects, and virtual ribbons are provided to the first three players over the target. At the end of the activity, facilitators provide a series of provocations for discussion, such as: “What’s happening in the body to increase your heart rate? Why does this happen?”

**MG2: Basic Statistics.** In MG2, we introduce the notion of average. We first ask the group to describe what ‘average’ means to them. We then show a slightly modified line-graph visualization that includes a seventh, thicker line, which depicts the real-time group average (Figure 7). The class is asked how to move the average up or down, and the players test their responses (e.g., “What happens to the average if one player is physically active? How about three players?”).
Prototype 3: Animal Avatar

Our third and final design, Animal Avatar (Figure 1c), is intended to broaden understanding of biological systems across animals and has only one design/activity. Players begin by selecting one of six animals: an elephant, a chimpanzee, a fish, a grasshopper, a chicken, or a human child (Figure 8). Players are then asked to think about and role-play their animal through movement and sounds. The prototype uses a quiz show paradigm: the display shows a question about one of the six animals and the children are asked to collectively respond. For example, “Which animal can inhale and exhale from their nose at the same time?” and “Which animal uses holes along their body to breathe?”

With the correct answer, the associated player role-plays that animal to the center of the room (e.g., hopping like a grasshopper). A second interface then displays a human on the left and the player’s embodied animal on the right (Figure 1c). For both, the respiratory systems are visible and animating with the player’s sensed physiology (Figure 9). Crucially, the animal’s breathing is automatically adapted from the child’s data using equations from biology and physiology [7, 16, 19, 25, 46, 74]. For example, the elephant breathes at ~25% of the player’s sensed breathing rate but with much larger volume [7, 46]. We also display real-time breathing rate and volume data to help further enable cross-species comparison. Facilitators encourage players and reporters to make observations about similarities and differences, which are supplemented with prepared facts.

Implementation

SharedPhys is comprised of three parts: (i) physiological and body-tracking sensors, (ii) backend infrastructure and control interfaces, and (iii) the three interactive prototypes.

A single laptop is used to communicate with the sensors, upload data to the backend, control the visualizations, and project the visualizations on a large-screen display.

Sensors. For our physiological sensors, we use the Zephyr BioHarness 3 [76], a robust body-sensing platform designed for sports training and the military. Multiple independent studies have demonstrated the BioHarness’ validity and reliability for measuring heart and respiratory rates [20, 27]. The BioHarness uses a flexible, chest-worn strap to sense physiological measures such as heart rate, breathing rate, ECG, and body temperature. This data is wirelessly transmitted at 1 Hz via Bluetooth. We modified the chest-worn strap to fit children’s bodies. For our body tracking sensor, we use the Microsoft Kinect for Windows v2. The Kinect v2 is limited to recognizing six simultaneous users.

Backend. A host application written in C/C++ for Windows establishes and maintains Bluetooth connections with the BioHarness sensors, parses the BioHarness data packets, and uploads the data to a backend database. The data is shared directly with Magic Mirror via interprocess communication but via a web service for Moving Graphs and Animal Avatar. A control interface along with an instructor-facing web app were created to manage the visualization screens and monitor system health (e.g., sensor connectivity).

Interactive Designs. Moving Graphs and Animal Avatar are web-based visualizations implemented in D3 (d3js.org). Magic Mirror is a standalone Windows application implemented in Visual C++ and Orge3D (orge3d.org). The reward animations used in Moving Graphs and Magic Mirror were created in Adobe After Effects, and the sound effects are from soundrangers.com. The animal respiratory animations were made in Adobe Illustrator and After Effects based on original animations by Eleanor Lutz [2].

EVALUATION

To qualitatively explore and solicit feedback on our prototypes and to uncover particularly promising activities/designs that could be refined in future work, we conducted six exploratory evaluations of SharedPhys in two local after-school programs.

Method

Across the six sessions, a total of 69 children participated (42 boys, 27 girls) aged 5-13 ($M=8.8$; $SD=2.1$). Sessions were
were selected by asking for volunteers and randomly assigning volunteers to roles. Players were selected by asking for volunteers and randomly selecting three boys and three girls. Prior to the study, parental consent was acquired, including permission to take photos and record audio/video. In total, six program staff helped across the six sessions. Three had professional teaching experience. Two research team members served as ‘instructors’ during the session.

Each session lasted approximately two hours and included: (i) a 25-minute introduction with a brief overview, a pre-study questionnaire, an icebreaker, and assigning volunteers to player and reporter roles; (ii) a 15-minute setup period where staff helped players put on their BioHarnesses while reporters were assigned specific body parts to keep track of and asked to fill out preliminary notes based on current understanding; (iii) an hour session with SharedPhys; and (iv) a 15-minute concluding activity with a post-study questionnaire and snack. To gather additional perspectives, we also conducted individual, semi-structured interviews with the six staff who helped facilitate sessions. Interviews lasted ~10 minutes and were also video recorded.

**Data and Analysis**

We use three primary sources for our analysis: the pre- and post-questionnaires, video recordings of the sessions, and the program staff interviews. Multiple video cameras were setup in the classrooms to capture facial expressions, physical movements, and social interactions as well as interactions with the large-screen display. The pre-questionnaire contained: body map drawing activities where children were asked to draw the respiratory and circulatory systems (a standard assessment approach [17, 61, 75]), questions on the purpose and function of these systems and related organs, and questions that required reading/analyzing a line graph. The post-questionnaire included questions about the SharedPhys prototypes and the child’s overall experience. To gain a preliminary understanding of learning potential, some pre-questionnaire questions were also repeated.

To evaluate children’s interactions and engagement, we analyzed the video data and pre- and post-questionnaires. For the video analysis, we followed Chi’s eight-step process [10] using a mixed deductive and inductive approach. A single researcher developed an initial codebook based on prior work in learning engagement [9, 60], our study goals, and watching a single video. Three researchers then met and simultaneously coded a second video, concurrently updating the codebook. Finally, two researchers coded all six videos independently, developed summaries, and then met to discuss and co-interpret the data. A final summary with examples was also co-written. The video data was used to analyze interaction and behavioral indicators of engagement [60] such as body position, gaze, facial expressions, and verbalizations. The questionnaires were used to analyze more psychological indicators (e.g., self-reported interest).

For the six staff interviews, we used an analysis similar to the participatory design sessions. An initial codebook was derived from study goals (e.g., engagement, social interaction, perceptions). Two researchers independently coded all six transcribed interviews and resolved disagreements through consensus. To further condense themes across interviews, one researcher did a final, inductive coding pass using constant comparison [6]. For the body map drawings, two researchers independently coded the label, shape, position, and existence of circulatory and respiratory body parts in the pre- and post-questionnaires. In total, 68 questionnaire pairs were analyzed resulting in 3264 total codes (240 disagreements). Cohen’s Kappa was used to verify high inter-rater reliability ($\kappa = 0.92$). All 240 disagreements were resolved through consensus.

**Findings**

We report on findings related to physical and social interactions, the impact of games, indicators of enjoyment, reported design preferences, and learning potential as well as perspectives from the six program staff. We refer to quotes from questionnaire data as: (PId, Gender=[Male, Female], Age, Role=[Player, Reporter]); we are not able to attribute quotes from the videos. While 69 children participated, only 68 completed the post-questionnaire.

**Physical Interactions**

Our visualizations, system interactions, and learning activities engaged participants’ bodies through movement, gesture, and exercise (Figure 10). When each design was first shown, players immediately began experimenting physically, typically before instruction. This was most prevalent in Magic Mirror and Moving Graphs. In Magic Mirror, players voluntarily moved their bodies left and right, often breaking into dance and jumping, to view their bodies and organs from different perspectives (Figure 10a). Players quickly discovered that they could move closer to the screen to ‘zoom in’ on their bodies, which created waves of back and forth movement as well as comments of delight and disgust “Oh my gosh!”, “Wee my head is huge! OK, now I’m getting creeped out!” Reporters were far less physically active than players, perhaps because they were tasked with collecting observations or because of the mirrored 1:1 nature of the visualization. One exception was during mini-games where reporters would shout and gesture to help players win.

With Moving Graphs, players instantly started moving fast—jogging in place, jumping jacks—as soon as the graph was displayed. During hypothesis testing and the competitions, players were extremely focused—making very few utterances; however, reporters would shout encouragement and instruction: “Keep going!” “Look at how high your heart rate is!” “Amanda, try push-ups!” Compared with the other two prototypes, reporters were far more likely to...
engage in physical activity themselves, often matching players’ movement (Figure 10d). When testing slow-down and speed-up activities, players would begin with the activity that s/he brainstormed with their reporter partner but then quickly switch to the activity that seemed to work best so that by the end, most players were doing the same activity.

Overall, there was less physical movement with Animal Avatar except for the animal role-play perhaps because this interface did not require explicit, computer-mediated physical interaction or because of its turn-taking nature. However, players would breathe in and out deeply or very fast to see how this would influence the respiratory animations in their animals. The role-play (Figure 10f and 10g) and tight, responsive coupling between player and animal did seem to increase engagement; however, some players/reporters seemed to lose interest when their animal was not active.

Social Interactions
We focus on two categories of observed social interaction: within-group (e.g., player-to-player) and across-group (e.g., player-to-reporter). Most verbal within-group interaction occurred between reporters who helped each other take notes, stay on task (e.g., “Lucas, you’re the lungs!”), or repeat things that were not originally heard. In contrast, players were more focused on themselves and their live data representations. Consequently, there was less explicit interaction between players; however, players would interact implicitly as they observed other players’ actions and their effect on visualizations, and then try to replicate them.

For cross-group social interaction, reporters were much more vocal in interacting with players than players with reporters; however, players would often respond physically to reporters by changing their interaction or movement. For example, in Magic Mirror, reporters proposed different movements to try in the mirror and shouted suggestions or mimicked actions for solving the placement puzzle (Figure 10b). In Moving Graphs, reporters would often engage in their own exercises or match their partner and would shout encouragement and suggestions (as noted above). For Animal Avatar, some players were shy about role-playing, so reporters would help make animal sounds and actions.

Games
Similar to prior work in whole-body interaction [59, 62], we found that games were successful in building engagement. This finding extended even to reporters who were not wearing sensors and whose data was not being visualized. While reporters did seem less involved in some designs, their engagement often peaked during games and competitions.

With the placement puzzle (MM2), for example, reporters would shout and raise their arms to help players place their body parts. The most physical activity—for both reporters and players—was during the Moving Graphs competitions. Here, all participants would engage in some form of physical exercise and experimentation even though only players’ data was represented on screen.

Enjoyment
In our video analysis, we found many indicators of enjoyment from positive facial expressions and excited utterances to active attention and participation. Indeed, on the post-questionnaire, most children (91%) indicated having fun during the session. Reasons included being able to move a lot, being able to see internal parts of the body actually working, and enjoying learning about the body. One participant said “I haven’t had this much fun basically all summer” (P66, M, 13, P). Of the five participants that reported not having fun, three were reporters and two were players. Two of these reporters stated they would have had more fun if they wore the sensor, one player indicated not liking any of the activities. The remaining two provided no explanation. As an additional indicator of enjoyment: while 39.7% participants felt that ‘learning about my body and body organs’ was ‘very interesting’ on the pre-questionnaire, this increased to 56.1% on the post-questionnaire.

Design Preference.
When asked to select a favorite prototype, Magic Mirror was most preferred, selected by 28 participants (41%), followed by Moving Graphs (35%) and Animal Avatar (24%). Reasons for selecting Magic Mirror, included: enjoying how it mimicked the body, its use of physical interaction, and being able to see inside one’s body. For example, one child said “I loved how it copied me” (P36, F, 10, P) and another: “It shows what the inside of your body looks like and how it moves” (P37, M, 13, R). For those that selected Moving Graphs, common reasons included being able to compare heart rates, the type and amount of physical activity required by the prototype, and the competitions. For example, “it shows the different heart rates between people” (P30, F, 12, R), “I like pushups and running” (P2, M, 5, P), and “It was fun competing” (P25, M, 10, P). Finally, for those that selected Animal Avatar, children emphasized the comparison between animals and humans, enjoying seeing how different animals breathed, and being generally interested in animals. For example, “it is cool seeing how fast or slow you would breathe as an animal” (P59, F, 9, R) and “it made us know [sic] that elephants breathe more air and that you breathe more when you are young” (P12, M, 12, R).
Despite differences in age (from 5-13), we did not observe significant behavioral differences across sessions in our video analysis. However, we found that younger children (age 5-8, N=33) selected Magic Mirror most frequently as their favorite (51.5%) followed by Animal Avatar (27.3%) and Moving Graphs (21.2%). For older participants (age 9-13, N=35), Moving Graphs was most preferred (48.6%) then Magic Mirror (31.4%) and Animal Avatar (20%). However, a chi-square test comparing these two age groups ($\chi^2 (2, N=68) = 5.84, p = .059$) was not significant at $p < 0.05$. More work is needed to explore this trend.

**Learning Potential**

Though the primary intent of our study was not to assess learning, we did compare pre- and post-questionnaire data to gain a preliminary idea of effectiveness. Participant body map scores improved between the pre- and post-questionnaires, from $M=8.5$ ($SD=4.9$) to $M=12.0$ ($SD=7.0$) out of 24. This improvement was statistically significant as shown by a paired t-test ($t_{67}=4.89, p<.001$). Overall, the greatest gains were observed in shape (62% of the participants), existence (60%), and position (51%). While a total of 45 participants increased their scores (66%), a surprisingly high number (28%; $N=19$) decreased. In examining this further, we found that a few children had done relatively well on the pre-questionnaire but did not fill out the post-questionnaire or wrote “I don’t know,” perhaps due to fatigue.

We also assessed the five questions that were repeated on the pre- and post-questionnaires, including three multiple-choice questions that required analyzing a line graph and two fill-in-the-blank questions about the circulatory and respiratory systems. Overall, participant scores increased from $M=1.8$ ($SD=1.4$) to $M=2.0$ ($SD=1.4$) out of 5, however, this difference was not statistically significant. Most gains were on the body-system questions—29% of participants improved while 3% performed worse.

**Program Staff Interviews**

With regards to the perspectives and reactions of the six program staff, generally all were positive about the potential of SharedPhys to engage children in learning. Noted benefits included: the authentic connection between body data and activities, the importance of physicality and mimicry (e.g., live 3D anatomical models of the body), and SharedPhys’ ability to make STEM-related learning relevant and fun. For example, one facilitator, a former teacher, felt that the graphing in SharedPhys “was very authentic... it just really made the math alive” (S5). Most facilitators emphasized the tight coupling between the physiological data and our visualizations in building engagement and relevance: “It’s one thing to show a picture of the respiratory system, it’s another thing to have them see their own” (S2) and “The cause and effect relationship, the interactivity... all those things make much more personal education... just learning on a deeper level.” (S5). Two staff mentioned that SharedPhys was able to engage children who otherwise struggled to pay attention during prior STEM activities: “they were on task, well behaved... that was awesome” (S6).

When asked about player and reporter roles, most (5/6) staff members felt that it was not necessary for everyone in a class to wear a sensor, though they felt that everyone should have the opportunity. Two staff reasoned that players were not as focused on learning concepts as reporters. Another felt that it would be too hard to visualize more than six wearers’ data at once. The one staff member (S6) who thought everyone should wear a sensor felt that players were far more “involved and on task” than reporters.

Finally, several staff members shared pedagogical suggestions and design ideas for SharedPhys, including adjusting the complexity of content based on age and developmental stage, spreading the use of the tool out over multiple days/weeks, and allowing reporters and players to more easily switch roles. Similar to our participatory design sessions, staff raised concerns about cost and durability but also the need for professional development and the overhead required to setup and use our tools.

**DISCUSSION**

This paper contributes to two growing but nascent areas of research: (i) mixed-reality environments to support embodied interaction and learning [40] and (ii) body-centric technologies for inquiry [32, 34]. Specifically, we investigated the potential of integrating live physiological sensing, whole-body interaction, and large-screen visualizations in a multi-user environment to support and promote new forms of interaction and shared inquiry experiences. Our findings suggest that the tight coupling between physical interaction, physiological sensing, and responsive visualizations helps promote engagement, allows children to easily explore cause-and-effect relationships, supports and shapes social interactions, and creates a fun, playful experience. As an exploratory, qualitative study, our findings also help provide design guidance and ideas for future work.

**Design preferences.** Children’s preferences were fairly evenly split across the three prototypes, though there was a clear trend toward designs that required higher levels of physical interaction. Preferences also point to the promise of using AR for body inquiry. With Magic Mirror and Animal Avatar, for example, children liked to see avatar versions of themselves with real-time animations of functioning body parts. Future designs could include interconnections between body organs, higher-fidelity models, or other parts of the body (e.g., how muscles work [23]). With Animal Avatar specifically, children seemed deeply interested in cross-species comparisons and were struck by how their physiology manifested in other animals; however, the

---

1 This data met the normality assumption: Shapiro-Wilk result was $W=0.98, p=ns.$
sequential nature of the design and lack of explicit physical interaction limited engagement. We envision a hybrid approach where children can become other animals in a Magic Mirror-like design. Finally, our findings highlight the value of games and competitions to help promote collaboration and build collective investment between wearers and non-wearers (echoing [8]).

**Wearers vs. non-wearers.** To promote equitability and engagement, we initially envisioned that all children would simultaneously wear sensors. As such, we were surprised to find no differences in reported ‘fun’ between wearers (players) and non-wearers (reporters) and that most program staff (5/6) felt that sensors for all children were not necessary. Indeed, our study identified benefits to both roles. Wearers had greater control and a more direct connection to the data, whereas non-wearers had more time to reflect, observe others, and record observations—while still engaging physically by mimicking or demonstrating suggested movements. For future designs, we recommend both incorporating activities that help children slow down and reflect on their learning [18] and allowing children to easily switch between wearer and non-wearer roles (echoing [69]’s notion of ‘social balance’).

**Physiological sensing.** While we believe there is rich potential in using physiological sensing in mixed-reality environments, sensors can be expensive and require time to put on/take off (making it difficult to switch wearers). In addition, most wearables are not designed specifically for children. We modified the BioHarness’s chest strap to fit a child’s body, but at least one child in each session complained of discomfort. While less invasive sensors are available (e.g., the wrist-based Fitbit Charge HR or camera-based techniques [57]), they often provide only one measure (e.g., heart rate), are less accurate, or do not provide a programming API. Future designs should consider expense, accuracy, invasiveness, and switching overhead along with user interaction and learning goals. As mentioned above, expense can be mitigated by having fewer devices and allowing children to switch.

**Social interactions.** Social interactions between learners are often characterized by verbal or text communication or, more recently, via digital media (e.g., [42]); however, we observed important non-verbal forms as well. Leveraging whole-body interaction in the shared mixed-reality environment, children communicated with their bodies both explicitly and implicitly. Explicit communication often meant physically demonstrating a suggested activity or helping to encourage a player. More implicitly, children would observe other children’s physical actions to learn new ways of interacting with the system and to gain a better understanding of their own performance. This was most striking with Moving Graphs where, by the end, most children had converged on the same one or two activities that seemed to work best. This convergence helps demonstrate the visibility of action in a shared, mixed-reality space and how social observation and modeling can potentially lead to learning.

**Benefits and drawbacks.** Our findings suggest that SharedPhys’s tight coupling of action and visualization is approachable, engaging, and helps promote collaborative data-driven inquiry. In contrast to prior work [37–39], SharedPhys supports body inquiry experiences via whole-body interaction in a *shared* environment, enabling and shaping collective investigations. Still, there are challenges. First, the real-time, collaborative nature of the activities forces all children to engage at the same pace. Second, as noted previously, vigorous physical interaction sometimes limited opportunities for reflection. Third, physical, body-centric activities have the potential to raise sensitive issues such as fitness level and body shape. While this last concern did not arise in our study, future designs should consider how to mitigate this potential problem. Finally, to address issues due to the real-time nature of our approach, we suggest including complementary retrospective tools (as in [36–38]) for reviewing and (re)analyzing the real-time data.

**Study Limitations.** We deployed and studied three contrasting prototypes using a single-session study design. While useful for identifying promising activities and design elements, studying initial impressions, and uncovering usability issues, the study design is susceptible to novelty effects. The session length may also have been long for some children, who appeared to tire. More in-depth studies are necessary for evaluating longer-term usage patterns and learning benefits. Still, the combination of methods used—participatory design, tool evaluation with 69 children, and staff interviews—helps mitigate the limitations of any one technique. We are currently working with two site partners to examine longitudinal uses of physiological sensing and visualizations in informal and formal learning contexts.

**CONCLUSION**

We pursued a multi-stage, mixed-methods approach to evaluating the potential of live physiological sensors, whole-body interaction, and large-screen visualizations to engage children in playful, collective inquiry. Participatory design with teachers helped (i) demonstrate and verify interest in utilizing body sensors and live multi-user visualizations to support learning; (ii) provide design and group learning activity suggestions; and (iii) identify key characteristics for promoting engagement and inquiry. The design and evaluation of three contrasting SharedPhys prototypes helps map out and probe an initial design space for mixed-reality environments that utilize live physiological data for body-centric inquiry. Our findings suggest benefits in the tight coupling between action and visualization, the social interactions afforded by a multi-user mixed-reality environment, and in the interplay between wearers and non-wearers.
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